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NIMA is working as a national think tank acting as a repository
of maritime information with major focus on; applied research
for comprehensive solutions to Pakistan’s maritime issues,
taking maritime education initiatives, conserving the history
and culture, advocating best maritime practices, raising
awareness & capacity building, and publishing research of
highest international standards.

National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA) is functioning
under Bahria University as National Think Tank on Maritime
Affairs as national body, based at Islamabad. National Centre
for Maritime Policy Research (NCMPR) Karachi which was
established in 2007 under the direction of Government of
Pakistan has been placed as a constituent unit of NIMA. The
establishment of NIMA was conceived in order to meet the
objectives of National Maritime Policy.
The signi�icance of maritime domain in the economic
development of the country and the potential of our maritime
sector are not well understood in Pakistan. NIMA engages
eminent and renowned researchers to extract concrete policy
recommendations. It endeavors continuously to create
awareness through seminars, conferences, workshops,
writing research papers and other maritime related activities
challenges of 21st century for Pakistan.
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Editorial
No matter how much capacity a seaport can handle, it cannot be utilized to its full potential unless the
connecting road or rail network is not equipped to handle similar cargo volumes. In world’s most
busy ports, large number of containers are handled every day. To move these containers to hinterland,
various transportation options like rail, road and waterways are normally available to provide smooth
connectivity with port terminals. Economically, the best of these options is through ef�icient railway
connectivity that is not only the most economical means of transportation on land but also of�loads
lots of heavy traf�ic from city roads and highways. For example, world’s top ports in order to reduce
the usage of road transport, normally put maximum limits on road traf�ic according to which only
certain numbers or percentage of containers can be put on road. The railway network running
through Europe is connected to all major ports. This rail network has destinations varying from Spain
to Norway and from Greece to Poland. Every week trains go to some 70 destinations in 19 countries.
The terminals in these most ports are directly connected to the railway network. Freight trains not
only transport containers, but also bulk goods such as coal, sand and chemicals, etc. In Pakistan also,
an ef�icient rail-port connectivity existed until the late 1970s and early 80s. During this era, rail transport took the largest share in the freight transport market both inside the port area and in the hinterland. However, as the railway infrastructure in Pakistan gradually deteriorated due to poor maintenance and lack of any renewal/upgrading policy, port area railway system gradually phased out during
the 1980s and gave way to heavy road transportation. In most world ports of both developed as well
as developing countries, rail transport is the preferred option for the movement of containers. Moreover, the port authorities subsidize the Port Shuttle services, which connect the rail yards in the hinterland by feeder trains. In Pakistan, these days almost entire load of containers and bulk cargo to and
from hinterland is via road transport i.e. trucks and trailers which have not only caused severe traf�ic
problems in the port city of Karachi but are also the source of damage and degradation of highways
throughout the country. Hence, there is a critical need to put focus on the rail-road transport system
and study how to move containers from different port terminals to rail yards in the port area and then
to deliver these containers to the hinterland by rail. This will not only improve the ef�iciency of sea
ports and decrease road traf�ic congestion but in turn can also become a source of earning and revival
for the ailing railways. For any ef�icient railways to function sustainably and pro�itably, freight market
is mandatory to capture. Over reliance on passenger traf�ic is should never be a preferred option in
this regards.

With the easing of road congestion in the city, truck drivers will no longer have to wait at times for an
entire day just to enter the port and pick up goods. To achieve an integrated port-rail-road connectivity with hinterland rail transport, a comprehensive study and planning is required to build a proper
network to connect the terminals. Being an important aspect of maritime development this aspect of
port-hinterland connectivity must become a part of country’s maritime strategic goals. The strategy,
planning and management of this neglected but important area needs government’s urgent attention.
Cdre (R) Ali Abbas
Chief Editor

National News
Pak Navy ready to Defend Maritime Borders of workplace. PICT successfully migrated from the
Country: Naval Chief
old OHSAS 18001 standard to the new one following a veri�ication and audit process carried out by
Bureau Veritas. ISO 45001:2018 speci�ies a set of
requirements for occupational health and safety
management systems, and requires the demonstration of organizational commitment to the
continual improvement of systems designed to
deliver an even safer and healthier workplace.
(Credits: The Maritime Standard)
DG NIMA calls on Dr. Rizwana Abbasi

January 01, Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Zafar
Mahmood Abbasi addressing the Pakistan Navy
Fleet's annual Ef�iciency Competition Parade and
awards distribution ceremony expressed satisfaction on operational activities and preparedness of
Pakistan Fleet. He said the successful test of various missiles has proved that Pakistan Navy is fully
capable to respond to any aggression. (Credits:
Radio Pakistan)
ICTSI Pakistan Earns New International Safety
Standard

January 2, Pakistan International Container
Terminal (PICT), the Manila-based International
Container Terminal Services Inc. (ICTSI) subsidiary in Karachi, has become the �irst container
terminal in the country to obtain ISO 45001:2018
certi�ication. This is the latest international standard for occupational health and safety, and gaining
accreditation demonstrates compliance with a
range of guidelines to ensure a safe and healthy

January 3, Dr. Rizwana Abbasi, Associate Professor, Department of International Relations,
National University of Modern Languages (NUML)
called on Director General National Institute of
Maritime Affairs - NIMA Vice Admiral Abdul
Aleem HI(M) and presented her recently published book titled, "Nuclear Deterrence in South
Asia: New Technologies and Future Challenges to
Sustainable Peace". (Credits: NIMA-ISB)
30 Fishing Boats Destroyed by Sea Current in
Gwadar

January 3, extraordinarily strong sea waves
destroyed 30 �ishing vessels and damaged 70
others along the coast of Gwadar. This led to local
�ishermen community observing protest and complaining that the losses they had suffered were
because of the slow pace of construction of water
breakers and channels in the local expressway
project.
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rity Agency, the �ishermen had been incarcerated
in District Jail, Malir. After their release, they were
handed over to the Edhi Foundation. The Indian
�ishermen were shifted to Lahore from the Cantonment Station and were handed over to the
Indian authorities at the Wagah border.

MPA Meer Hammal Kalmati, civil society members
and the local leadership of the Balochistan National Party-Mengal, and the National Party expressed
solidarity with the �ishermen community of
Gwadar. (Credits: Dawn)
High-tech Maritime Patrol Aircraft, Drones
Inducted into Pak Navy Fleet.

They were arrested in November 2018 after allegedly entering the Pakistani territorial waters for
�ishing. According to District Jail Malir Superintendent Aurangzaib Kango, the released Indian �ishermen were sentenced to six-month imprisonment but their release was delayed because of the
process of the completion of their documents and
nationality con�irmation. Some 200 Indian �ishermen are still imprisoned in Pakistan. The released
�ishermen were happy over their release. They
said they were treated by the Pakistani authorities
with kindness. A total of 360 Indian �ishermen
were released by Pakistan in 2018. (Credits: The
News)
Poisonous Chemical Leaves Thousands of Fish
Dead in Sukkur Barrage Canals

January 4, High-tech maritime patrol aircraft and
drones have been inducted into Pakistan Navy’s
aerial �leet. Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar
Mehmood Abbasi said that it will enhance the
capacity of the Pakistan Navy and would also
expand operations of the Special Forces. Acquisition of more drones having war capabilities is part
of the upcoming projects of the Pakistan Navy to
further improve maritime operations. (Credits:
ARY News)

January 8, Thousands of �ish were comprehended
dead in the off-taking Canals of Sukkur Barrage
after allegedly poisonous chemicals poured into
the water. Reportedly after the Sukkur Barrage
closed for maintenance and repairs, the gates at
the head of the canals were opened and water
allowed to �low downstream into the river.The
district administration and concerned departments, have failed to take any action against the
perpetrators.

Pakistan Releases 20 Indian Fishermen

According to locals, the �ishermen pour chemicals
January 6, Pakistan released 20 Indian �ishermen into the water late at night and then send their
who had been arrested for entering Pakistani children to collect the dead �ish in the morning.
territorial waters. Arrested by the Maritime Secu- The dead �ish is either sold to �ish farmers to be
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used as a feed or to the poultry industry. (Credits: Studies. They discussed various regional and
Pakistan Today)
global matters.
54 Freshwater Turtles Rescued in Larkana

DG NIMA also apprised the General about maritime challenges of the country. He also met Center
for Global & Strategic Studies team, highlighted
the substantial signi�icance of maritime economy
and discussed future collaborations in various
�ields including research in maritime affairs.
(Credits: NIMA-ISB)
Fishermen Complain Against Deep Sea Prohibition in SHC

January 14, The Sindh High Court (SHC) issued
notices seeking responses pertaining to a petition
January 09, Fifty-four freshwater turtles that had �iled by �ishermen against prohibitions on taking
been trapped by poachers near a canal in a Larka- their boats out to the deep sea.
na village were rescued by a wildlife department
team. The species had been identi�ied as the The counsel for the �ishermen, Irfan Aziz, claimed
(endangered) Indian soft-shelled turtles. The that Port Qasim security guards did not let the
turtles were caught by poachers near Gerelo �ishermen take their launches to the deep sea,
village in Bakrani taluka. Freshwater turtles adding that the guards often also took their catch
caught in the interior districts of the province, from them, Port Qasim Authority had constructed
they said, were destined for Karachi, from where a bridge that made it dif�icult for �ishermen to go
they or their body parts were smuggled to other further out for �ishing pleaded the court to investicountries such as Hong Kong, other parts of China, gate the legal status of the bridge and take action
South Korea and Vietnam (via air or sea routes). against those responsible for it. (Credits: The
(Credits: Dawn)
Express Tribune)
DG NIMA Calls on President Center for Global & DG NIMA Calls on Sec Ministry of Maritime
Strategic Studies (CGSS)
Affairs

January 10, Vice Admiral, Abdul Aleem HI (M) - DG
National Institute of Maritime Affairs called on
Major General Syed Khalid Amir Jaffery HI(M), January 14, Vice Admiral, Abdul Aleem HI (M) (Retd) - President Center for Global & Strategic
Director General National Institute of Maritime
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Affairs called on Secretary Ministry of Maritime
Affairs Mr Rizwan Ahmed. They discussed the
existing challenges of maritime sector of Pakistan.

Secretary MoMA emphasized on the phenomenon
of sea blindness in the country, its potential and
highlighted the unparalleled importance of blue
economy. DG NIMA apprised him about the activities and tasks undertaken by NIMA. They hoped to
work together in areas of mutual interest. (Credits: NIMA-ISB)
Second Advisory Board Meeting

January 15, the second Advisory Board meeting of
National Institute of Maritime Affairs NIMA was
held at Bahria University Islamabad. Former Chief
of the Naval Staff, Admiral Noman Bashir NI(M),
Chairman Advisory Board chaired the meeting.
The review of NIMA progress for the year 2019
and future research projects were discussed.
(Credits: NIMA-ISB)

China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is
being challenged and doubted. He said that the
second stage of CPEC would involve joint ventures
and industrial cooperation in Pakistan and China
would establish agriculture technology display
centers all over Pakistan. China has �ive new
projects in progress in Gwadar. 27 other projects
under the social sector and 10 projects are underway. He further added that both countries should
also evolve closer consultation to ensure inclusive,
clean and green projects. (Credits: Pakistan
Today)
Pakistan Throwing 29MAF Water into Sea
Annually, Senate Body Told

January 17, The Senate Standing Committee on
Water Resources was informed that Pakistan is
annually throwing 29 MAF water into the sea due
to shortage of storage capacity. The economic bene�it of this wasted water is more than Rs 4500
billon.

Envoy Stresses Need for Close Coordination to
Foil Negative Propaganda
While being briefed about the progress on the
construction of small dams in Balochistan, the
January 16, Chinese Ambassador Yao Jing said that Committee asserted to expedite the process of
Pakistan and China face a new challenge of nega- dam building. (Credits: The Nation)
tive perception from the western media and both
countries need to jointly defeat the enemy’s false Afghan Transit Trade: Chaman Needs Infraand misleading propaganda.
structural Development: PAJCCI
The envoy said that the Pakistan-China relation- January 17, Chairman Pakistan Afghanistan Joint
ship is being targeted by western media and the
Chamber of Commerce & Industry (PAJCCI),
Zubair Motiwala has said that Chaman being the
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most plausible connection via Gwadar also needs
development in terms of infrastructure, security
concerns and policy execution, if bene�its are to be
reaped fully. He said PAJCCI always been a strong
proponent of facilitating trade and transit for the
economic wellbeing and regional connectivity.
Chairman PAJCCI while commenting on operationalization of Gwadar port for handling Afghan Transit stated that the ease of doing business can only
be complemented through provision of alternative
options and initiation of Gwadar port has always
been one of ours fundamental request, seeing it
ful�illed creates broader economic viability and
choices for the business community.

including promotion of maritime cooperation and
appreciated Pakistan Navy's efforts for maritime
security. (Credits: Radio Pakistan)
Pakistan's Gwadar Sea Port Bene�its Neighbouring Countries

January 18, Transit trade between China and
Afghanistan has begun with the inauguration of
the Gwadar Seaport on the southern coasts of
Karachi, Pakistan, and with the arrival of the �irst
transit trade ship from China.

He acknowledged the vision of Prime Minister
Imran Khan, who is keenly focused on improving
parameters for trade as a whole and exclusively
transit regime with Afghanistan. The success of
handling bulk cargo at Gwadar port will pave way
for improving congestion problems at other ports
and will also nourish competitive landscape that
would ensure provision of reasonably priced, high
quality services to both domestic and international clients. (Credits: Business Recorder)
The commercial goods will be transited from the
Gwadar Seaport to the Chaman port in Kandahar
Military Leadership of Seychelles Hails Pak of Afghanistan with a distance of 1,000 km. It
Navy's Efforts for Maritime Security
would be the shortest distance in the region for
Afghan transit goods from any seaport to Afghan
cities including Kabul and Kandahar.

The functioning of the Gwadar Seaport would cut
down the costs of import to Afghanistan. The
Gwadar Seaport is situated close to the southern
provinces of Afghanistan. (Credits: The Nation)
PM Imran Green-Lights €250m ATT Containers
Scanning Project

January 18, Two ships of Pakistan Navy 'Aslat' and January 20, Prime Minister Imran Khan has
'Moawin' visited port Victoria of Seychelles in the approved a project costing €250 million to scan
last leg of their visits to Africa.
100 per cent imported containers shipping goods
under Afghan Transit Trade project. The project
The mission commander of the ships held meet- would be completed in three phases by December
ings with the military leadership of Seychelles and 2020 and the pilot operation would kick off in
discussed matters related to mutual interest
April 2020.
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International Strategic Studies gave an in-depth
account of recent military and political con�lict
between US, Iran and its long-term consequences
to the region and relevant allies. The participants
including retired military of�icials, Ambassadors
politicians member of parliament, Academia and
faculty & students of BU IR Deptt, participated in
the discussion.
Under the project, special scanners would be
installed at all crossing points and custom clearing
stations used for trade, including Torkham and
Chaman border. The primary objective of the
project is to halt illegal activities and smuggling of
goods through Afghan Transit Trade. (Credits:
Express Tribune)
Focused Talk Series on “Us-Iran Con�lict –
Implications for Regional and Global Security

January 21, National Institute of Maritime Affairs NIMA at Bahria University Islamabad Campus,
organized a focused talk on US – Iran Con�lict
Implications for regional and global security. The
focused talk aims to bring together experts from
academia and policymakers to deliberate and
analyzed recommendations for the government
and relevant stakeholders. Former Chief of Naval
Staff, Admiral (R) Muhammad Zakaullah NI (M)
graced the event as chief guest. The event provided a forum to experts sharing their knowledge and
experience.

National Institute of Maritime Affairs – NIMA at
Bahria University is working to broaden the scope
of Maritime Research at Bahria University Islamabad as National Think Tank. The activities and
interests of NIMA are mainly focused around Maritime domain which includes Maritime Security,
International Relations, Trade, Blue Economy,
Ports & Shipping, Marine Environment, Conservation & Ocean Resources and Maritime Awareness.
DG National Institute of Maritime Affairs Vice
Admiral Abdul Aleem HI(M) extended gratitude to
the distinguished speaker, worthy guests and said
that Bahria University has taken a lead in Maritime Sciences as well as establishment of Maritime
Science & Technology Park through which new
opportunities of research and innovation will be
opened in this �ield with respect to global challenges and opportunities.

The Chief Guest Admiral (R) Muhammad
Zakaullah NI(M) appreciated the efforts of NIMA
to organized the focused talk and hoped that it will
keep endeavoring activities under umbrella of
Bahria University. Faculty, students and reps of
The esteemed speaker Ambassador (Retd) Ali various think tanks attended the event and have
Sarwar Naqvi, Executive Director of the Center for shown keen interest. (Credits: NIMA-ISB)
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Sea-Guardian 2020: Joint Naval Exercise Foreign LNG Firms to Invest $500m without
Demonstrated to World Unshakable Friend- Off-Take Guarantees
ship between Pakistan-China

January 23, a parliamentary body on Wednesday
was informed that international companies
investing in lique�ied natural gas (LNG) will bring
in roughly $500 million foreign direct investment
without any �inancial subsidy and off-take guarantees from the government which earlier placed
unnecessary �inancial burden on the state. The
basic premise of LNG imports over the past decade
had been to reduce import bill through substitution of expensive furnace oil. Its introduction
would also increase power sector ef�iciencies and
lower carbon emissions. (Credits: Dawn)

January 21, the recently concluded Pak-China joint
naval exercise ‘Sea Guardian’ demonstrated to the
world the unshakable traditional friendship
between two all-weather friends and strategic
cooperative partners. The nine-day bilateral naval
exercise code-named Sea Guardians-2020 held
near Karachi was the 6th bilateral naval exercise
between China and Pakistan. Based on multiple
practical exchanges, the two navies have developed a set of methods of organizing and carrying
out joint exercises on the sea, and their capability
of organizing and commanding joint maritime
operations has been greatly improved, with a high Pakistan Bans Use of Open-Loop Scrubbers
level of coordination in commanding, communication, tactical moves and �ire attacks. (Credits: Pakistan Observer)
TPL Launches Container Tracker at Gwadar

January 21, TPL Trakker Ltd on Monday launched
container tracking services from Gwadar Port. The
Company aims to cater projected demand of one
million annual container trips of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor cargo movement, said a
press release. TPL is the only service provider of
container tracking for bonded cargo in the country
with its security solutions and operational infrastructure. (Credits: Dawn)

January 23, Pakistan has prohibited the use of
open-loop scrubbers by ships in its waters, the
latest country to tighten restrictions on the use of
the cleaning devices which strip sulphur from
marine fuel and empty the residue in the sea. Since
the start of this year, United Nations shipping
agency the International Maritime Organisation
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(IMO) has banned ships from using fuels with a DG NIMA called on President CASS, Air Chief Marsulphur content above 0.5%, compared with 3.5% shal (Retd) Kaleem Saadat.
previously, in the biggest shake up for the oil and
shipping industries in decades.
They discussed the existing geo-political regional
environment and hoped to work together in the
Only ships �itted with sulphur-cleaning devices areas of mutual interest. Earlier, DG NIMA
known as scrubbers will be allowed to continue presented Souvenir to President CASS and also
burning high-sulphur fuel. The regulations are signed visitor book of CASS. (Credits: NIMA-ISB)
aimed at improving human health by reducing air
pollution. (Credits: Express Tribune)
Five-day Maritime Winter School 2020 Held in
Collaboration with NIMA
Gwadar Port to Make Pakistan Region’s Economic Hub: Buzdar
January 24, The third cohort of Maritime Winter
School 2020 (MWS 2020) organized by Maritime
January 23, Punjab Chief Minister Sardar Usman Study Forum in partnership with the National
Buzdar has said that Gwadar port will play a vital Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA).
role in making Pakistan an economic hub of the
region. He further added that a functional Gwadar The MWS 2020 was a �ive-day event which was
Port would end sense of deprivation of the people held under the theme, “Understanding maritime
of Balochistan,” he said. “A bright economic future and coastal communities, maritime economy and
of Pakistan as well as Balochistan lies in Gwadar policy, marine resources and hydrography, mariport as the deep port is being considered the heart time security, and diplomacy,” designed for
of the CPEC. He expressed optimism that the researchers and scholars doing research in the
development of Gwadar would start in the near maritime domain across Pakistan. Among the
future. He lauded efforts of the Balochistan participants were lawyers, media science
government in turning Gwadar into a modern city students, IR, political science researchers, and
of Asia. (Credits: Dawn)
many more.
NIMA Visits Center for Aerospace and Security Throughout the program, maritime practitioners
Studies
and academicians, including MSF President Dr.
Syed Muhammad Anwer, MSF Director Salman
Javed, Maritime School Director Dr Aneel Salman,
Rear Admiral Mukhtar Khan Jadoon, Commodore
(r) Syed M. Obaidullah, Commodore (r) Ali Abbas
Director, NIMA, M. Khalid, Dr. Khurram Iqbal and
Nau�il Shahrukh explained different concepts of
maritime to the participants in detail through
lectures, exercises, and �ield visits.
January 23, Director General National Institute of
Maritime Affairs Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem HI(M)
along with Director NIMA Commodore (Retd)
Baber Bilal SI(M) and a team of researchers visited
Center for Aerospace and Security Studies (CASS).

The hallmark of the school was the participants
visiting important maritime locations namely
Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA),
National Institute of Oceanography (NIO), Karachi
Port Trust (KPT), South Asia Pakistan Terminal
(SAPT), Pakistan National Shipping Corporation
(PNSC), Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works
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(KS&EW) and Gadani ship-breaking yard.

(Windar), PCG of�icials seized 56,360 liters of
Iranian diesel from trucks. The trucks were
coming from Balochistan to Karachi. Two smugglers were apprehended and the diesel and trucks
seized. (Credits: The News)
400mn Gallons of Untreated Sewage Being
Dumped into Karachi Sea

On the closing day of the �ive-day event, a seminar
“Projecting Pakistan’s Maritime Potential through
Mainstream & Alternative Media” was also held in
which the panelists, consisting of electronic
media, social media, and maritime experts talked Janaury 27, Nearly 400 million gallons of untreatabout the role of media with regard to boosting ed sewage is being dumped into the sea on daily
and promoting the maritime sector of Pakistan.
basis while a treatment plant S-III project was
started 12 years ago but is yet to be completed.
The seminar started with a welcome address from The waste of a city of 20 million population was
Commodore (r) Ali Abbas Director, NIMA-KHI. The being dumped into the sea without any treatment
panelist for the seminar included Commodore (r) that not only polluted the sea but also the city’s
Syed M. Obaidullah, Daniyal Shaikh, Salman environment. It is observed that various kinds of
Parekh, Nadia Naqi and Owais Iqbal Baloch.
Aquatic plants were perishing, causing scarcity of
food for the small species of sea which ultimately
The Closing ceremony of the Maritime Winter threatened the life of big species. The reproducSchool 2020 was held in which Senator Nuzhat- tion of tortoise was also compromised due to
Sadiq, Chairperson Senate Standing Committee on marine pollution. The people are not aware of the
Maritime Affairs, graced the occasion as Chief danger of marine pollution and the daily waste
Guest and awarded certi�icates to the participants. dumping into the sea was very harmful for marine
(Credits: NIMA-KHI)
lives. Meanwhile, foreign importers had imposed a
condition for future export that Pakistan would
PCG Seizes Rs124m Smuggled Goods in Raids
have to ensure to dump treated industrial waste
into the sea or it might have to face an export ban.
January 26, Personnel of the Pakistan Coast (Credits: The News)
Guards have seized a huge quantity of contraband
items worth over Rs124 million during their raids. Gwadar Port Offers New Opportunity for
The of�icials carried out monitoring acting on Afghan Economy
intelligence information and seized 80,000 liters
of Iranian diesel from different boats. Seven smug- January 27, the port of Gwadar now plays a new
glers along with Iranian diesel and boats were role, facilitating the transit trade for Afghanistan,
taken into custody. At Naka Khari Check Post
by providing a most economical trade route for the
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war-torn nation. Afghan traders have been using Celebration of International Custom Day
two Pakistani ports – Karachi and Port Qasim in
Sindh for the transit trade, but now the Gwadar
port in neighbouring Balochistan provides an
additional facility, which is closer to Afghanistan,
and moreover, it gives quick clearance of their
goods. The �irst ship of transit trade for the
land-locked country arrived at the Gwadar port
recently. Experts in Pakistan believed that the
start of Afghan transit trade through Gwadar is a
right decision in making the port completely functional to boost regional connectivity and development.
January 28, Pakistan Customs celebrated International Customs Day (ICD) on 26 January 2020 with
full zeal and fervor highlighting its contributions
to towards sustainability of secure borders, facilitation of trade, economic competitiveness, safety
and property of people and planet. (Credits: Business Recorder)
DP World Karachi (QICT) Receives 2 New
Super-Post-Panamax Quay Cranes at its Terminal in Port Qasim

The Pakistan Embassy in Kabul has said that the
arrival of the Afghan transit goods at Gwadar
marks the establishment of a new economical
trade link between Pakistan and Afghanistan.
(Credits: Express Tribune)

January 28, Qasim International Container Terminal (QICT) received 2 new Super-Post-Panamax
quay cranes and with this inclusion, QICT will have
11 quay cranes to handle 2 vessels at Terminal 2
(berth 8 and 9) and enhance its vessel productivity enabling faster turnaround. Additionally, QICT
has also received 64 brand new terminal tractors
that would further improve yard productivity.
QICT has the distinction of being the �irst modern
container terminal in Pakistan launching its operation in 1997, and the only terminal commanding
a yearly throughput of more than 1.2 million twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU). With the arrival of
the 2 new cranes, QICT has af�irmed its strong
commitment to the growth of Pakistan's trade and
economy, and would continue to do so in the
future. (Credits: Business Recorder)
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Maritime Trade & Economy

Capesize index marks biggest weekly loss in close to zero when compared to conventional
nearly 21 years
oil-based marine fuels.
January 25, The Baltic Exchange’s main sea freight
index fell to an over three year low on Friday, with
the capesize segment marking its biggest weekly
loss since March 1999.

The Baltic index, which tracks rates for capesize,
panamax and supramax vessels ferrying dry bulk
commodities, fell 19 points, or 3.3%, to 557 —
lowest since April 2016.

The Port of Rotterdam sees LNG as one of the strategic pillars of the port’s broader energy transition ambitions, having a target of reducing its CO2
emissions levels by more than 90% by 2050.

Based on the data from the port authority, for
three quarters the bunker sales of LNG in 2019
stood at over 22,747 metric tons, doubling from
the total marked in 2018 which stood at 9,483
metric tons. The �igure for 2019 does not include
the sales for the fourth quarter of 2019, as these
numbers haven’t been revealed yet.
(Credits: World Maritime News)
Coronavirus: China prohibits ships from
entering Wuhan

The index has lost more than 26% this week,
registering its biggest weekly percentage loss in
nearly a year.

The capesize index fell 42 points, or 20.3%, to 165
and is at its lowest since April 3. Average daily
earnings for capesizes, which typically transport
170,000-180,000 tonne cargoes including iron
ore and coal, fell $299 to $4,772.

Average daily earnings for panamaxes, which
usually carry coal or grain cargoes of about
60,000 tonnes to 70,000 tonnes, dropped $209 to
$6,216.The supramax index fell 3 points to 543.
(Credit: Reuters)

January 25, China has reportedly barred ships
from entering the port of Wuhan in a bid to
prevent the spread of the deadly coronavirus.
Wuhan in the Hubei province is a major trade hub
which is located on the Yangtze River. The new
virus, which is said to have �irst appeared in
Wuhan last month, has so far killed 25 and infected 630 people. Recently, China shut down all
modes of transport to and from Wuhan city, which
is considered the epicentre of the new coronavirus outbreak. A Huang gang port of�icial stated
that containers that are boarded on ships are
being sprayed and the river is also facing congestion as the ships are anchored. The crew on the
ship has been advised to stay on the ship and
customs people are asked to wear masks before
boarding the ship. Ship insurers have stated that
in the case where the virus spread, ports could
also be closed down. (Credit: ship-technology)

Port of Rotterdam Points to Rise in LNG Bunkering
World Seaborne Coal Trade Rose 0.7% in
2019: German Importers
January 21, LNG has become a popular fuel choice
among ship owners, as various studies said its January 17, Seaborne coal trade around the world
emissions of sulphur oxides (SOx), nitrogen grew 0.7% last year, helped by higher output in
oxides (NOx) and particulate matter (PM) were
China and Indonesia and more export activity by
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Indonesia, Australia, Russia and Canada, Germa- Antarctic Program.
ny's VDKI coal importers lobby said on Friday.
The 159 crewmembers of the U.S. Coast Guard
Imports and exports, counted together, rose to Cutter Polar Star (WAGB 10) arrived at McMurdo
1.218 billion tonnes from 1.210 billion tonnes in Station, Antactica, on January 22 following a
2018. Within the 2019 total, trade in coking coal 58-day transit from the U.S. The cutter departed
used for steelmaking dropped by 1% to 287 her homeport of Seattle on November 26.
million tonnes as steel production declined, the
Verein der Kohlenimporteure estimated but trade The 399 foot, 13,000 ton Polar Star arrived after
in steam coal, used in power stations, rose by creating a 23 mile channel through the ice to
1.2% to 932 million tonnes.
McMurdo Sound, which will enable the of�load of
over 19.5 million pounds of dry cargo and 7.6
World demand growth was mainly led by India, million gallons of fuel from three logistic vessels.
where the start-up of new power plants pushed Together these three ships carry enough fuel and
imports over by 5.3% to 235 million tonnes, deliv- critical supplies to sustain NSF operations
ered largely from Australia, Indonesia and China. throughout the year until Polar Star returns in
In addition, a natural gas glut made gas a relative- 2021. (Credits: Maritime Executive)
ly cheap alternative to coal in Western Europe,
with the bene�it of cutting roughly in half the CO₂ Will Phase one Deal De-escalate the US-China
emissions compared with power generation Trade War?
plants run on coal.
World coal demand is expected to remain stable
until 2024, the International Energy Agency said
last month. (Credits: Reuters)
Polar Star Reaches Antarctica

January 26, After nearly three years of discordant
trade talks between the U.S. and China that have
sti�led growth and investment in both nations
while sending �inancial markets into a frenzy, the
U.S. and China have �inally reached ‘phase one’ of
a trade agreement. This �irst phase was signed by
both parties on January 15th. The agreement was
billed as the �irst phase of a broader trade pact
between the U.S. and China, but many were still
left wondering if the Trump Administration is
January 22, This year marks the Polar Star’s 23rd completely �inished with its attempts to rewrite
journey to Antarctica in support of Operation the trade relationship with China.
Deep Freeze, an annual joint military service mis- (Credits: Freight Waves)
sion to resupply the United States Antarctic
stations, in support of the National Science Foundation (NSF), the lead agency for the United States
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Greek Seafarers Face ‘Extinction’ unless
Owners and Unions Work Together
January 27, Greek shipowners’ and seafarer
unions need to work together otherwise the
Greek seafarer will become extinct warns Union
of Greek Shipowners’ (UGS), president Theodore
Veniamis.
Right now, we are simply missing out on half the
talent pool unless we can attract more women,”
stated by Danish Shipping’s Director General and
CEO, commented. (Credits: World Maritime
News)

Japan’s 1st LNG-Fueled Ship Bunkered for the
100th Time
Veniamis has called on seafarer trade unions to
end the “sterile actions” of the past which have
tarnished the image of the seafarer profession
and instead work to help young people rediscover
the sea. Veniamis expressed concern there is a
danger the Greek seafarer will disappear, reminding the country’s 14 seafarer union if this happens
there will be no reason for the unions to exist.
Veniamis told a maritime conference in Athens
last week the seafaring profession is weakening
and the maritime profession is not an option for
the vast majority of young people, even under the
dif�icult conditions of unemployment plague the
country. (Credits: Seatrade Maritime News)

January 27, The Tugboat Sakigake, Japan’s �irst
LNG-fueled vessel, was supplied with LNG for the
100th time since its delivery in 2015. The
37.2-meter-long vessel is owned by Japanese
shipping major NYK and operated by its subsidiary Shin-Nippon Kaiyosha. The LNG bunkering
was conducted from a tank truck at the No. 5 quay
in Shinko, Yokohama. NYK aims to expand its wide
range of businesses to LNG-fuel supply and sale.
The company is currently making a proactive
effort to shift to LNG-fueled vessels as it is one of
the solutions to environmental concerns.

Denmark: New Initiative Launched to Get
More Women on Board

January 24, Denmark has presented a new initiative aimed at increasing the share of women in
Danish shipping companies. The �irst fourteen
shipping companies will sign a charter that obliges them to actively focus on gender equality. “We
have a major challenge in recruiting labour to the
Blue Denmark.

This year, NYK is expected to accept delivery of
the world’s largest LNG-fueled PCTC being built at
Shin Kurushima Toyohashi Shipbuilding. (Credits:
World Maritime News)
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Port Congestion: NPA Declares Emergency on exports will increase as well. At the Port of Long
Lagos Ports
Beach annual State of the Port luncheon on
Wednesday, Cordero acknowledged that the trade
dispute with China had put a spoke in the port’s
wheel this past year. The U.S.-China trade dispute
caused a reduction in trade with China, by far the
port’s largest trading partner and comprising 41
percent of the Port’s business, causing a tumble in
the port’s import and export orders last year. To
the 750 partners, stakeholders, tenants, local
community and press attending the annual event,
Cordero expressed cautious optimism about the
January 24, Following continued build-up in the recently-signed China-U.S. phase-one economic
already massive congestion at the Lagos ports, the and trade agreement but he said he saw further
Nigerian Ports Authority, NPA, has declared an challenges ahead as business investment continemergency and commenced diversion of vessels ues to drop off and trade uncertainty remains.
to alternative terminals within Lagos as well as (Credits: Hellenic Shipping News)
Eastern Ports. Disclosing this to Vanguard in
Lagos, Managing Director of the NPA, Ms Hadiza Abu Dhabi Bank Provides $80m Facility to
Bala Usman, said that a directive for the diver- Oman Shipping Firm
sions has been issued to the terminal operators as
well as shipping �irms early this week and imple- January 5, Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank (ADIB) has
mentation has started. She explained that it was signed an agreement to provide a $80 million
in the interest of everybody to divert the vessels Shariah-compliant Ijara facility to Oman Shipping
to other ports instead of waiting endlessly, some- Company, a member of the ASYAD Group.
times for three weeks, to berth and discharge
cargoes while accumulating costs on elongated
dwell time. (Credits: Vanguard News)
U.S. Long Beach Port Executives Upbeat About
Trade this Year After Downturn

January 27, Looking ahead into 2020 and beyond,
U.S. Port of Long Beach Executive Director Mario
Cordero anticipated “better times ahead” in which
markets will open again to U.S. goods, and energy

The facility will be used to �inance two VLCC (Very
Large Crude Carriers) tankers, a statement said.
Christopher Phillips, head of ship �inance at ADIB,
said: “Completing this transaction with OSC is a
testament to the hard work our team and we are
well-positioned to build on our track record in
this specialized business in order to assist our
clients in 2020 and beyond.” Michael Jorgensen,
chief �inancial of�icer and acting CEO at OSC,
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added: “It was important for us to �ind a trusted
partner for our �irst Sharia-compliant Ijara facility. ADIB’s team were able to provide a competitive
Ijara facility which served our needs, allowing us
to �inance two VLCC tankers and further support
our expansion plans.” Founded in 2003, OSC has a
�leet of 53 vessels. (Credits: Gulf News)

Port of Milwaukee Sustains Damage in Heavy
Winter Storm

January 11, The Port of Milwaukee, Wisconsin is
working to recover from heavy �looding and
damage after a powerful winter storm system
struck last weekend. The port's Jones Island area
experienced �looding over 60-70 percent of its
Port Strikes Begin to Affect Commerce in Mar- area, including all major roads. Buildings
seille
sustained water damage and some piers were
damaged by wave action. Port of Milwaukee direcJanuary 23, A long-running series of rolling tor Adam Schlicht described the storm as a
strikes at French seaports are beginning to take a "once-in-a-generation weather event."
toll. In the latest, national union CGT called for a
three-day action at seven major seaports across
France, including Marseille-Fos and Le Havre.

The port's lake-facing eastern edge, where its
international terminals and warehouses are sited,
was the hardest hit. Those facilities are already
At Marseille, the strike took the form of a mul- closed for the winter but will need to be back up
ti-day blockade. The disruption is the latest in a and running by April, when international navigaweeks-long series of strikes related to pension tion resumes. (Credits: Maritime Executive)
reforms proposed by the government of French
president Emmanuel Macron. The reforms Carriers FaceJump in Pilot Fees at China’s YICT
include the imposition of a single, uni�ied pension
system rather than a set of industry-by-industry
plans. In response to the protests, the government
has dropped a proposal to effectively increase the
retirement age from 62 to 64. That concession
was suf�icient for some unions, but not for the
CGT. So far, the strike's impact for the Marseille
region alone exceeds $110 million, according to
the chamber of commerce for Aix-Marseille-Provence. (Credits: Info Marine)
January 8, A jump in pilotage fees at China’s Yantian International Container Terminal come as
Hong Kong is already under pressure to maintain
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its position as one of the world’s top 10 container
ports amid a continual shift of volumes to nearby
Chinese ports and some shift in manufacturing
from China to Southeast Asian nations. (Credits:
Maritime Cyber Security)

ban on heavy fuel oil from Arctic shipping, is
calling for action on discovering how did new
blended low sulphur shipping fuels that have high
black carbon emissions end up on the market.

The discovery was revealed in a submission made
QTerminals Wins 35-Year Concession for Port by Germany and Finland to the February’s
of Olvia in Ukraine
Sub-Committee on Pollution Prevention and
Response (PPR7) at the International Maritime
January 24, Qatar-based terminal operating com- Organization which detailed the results of a measpany QTerminals has won a UAH 3.4 billion (USD urement campaign which analysed the impact of
138 million) concession to operate Port of Olvia in different fuel oil qualities on Black Carbon emisUkraine. The Black Sea Port mostly focuses on sions.
grain and construction materials, which account
for 80% of the total volume of handled cargos in
2018. The port was put under concession in October 2019 as Ukraine sought to boost the port’s
competitiveness and attract investment in its
infrastructure. The international investors had
until December 16, 2019, to apply for the tender.

Black carbon has been described as a short-lived
climate forcer, second only to CO₂ in terms of
international shipping’s contribution to global
climate. It represents 7% to 21% of shipping’s
“The concession implies not only investment overall GHG equivalent impact on the climate,
�lows in the port infrastructure, but also an according to the alliance.
increase of revenues to budgets of different levels
for the entire period of effect of the concession VLSFOs have been introduced in response to the
agreement. It is important to note that the port 2020 “sulphur cap”, which entered into force on
remains in public ownership,” said Prime Minister January 1, 2020, cutting the sulphur limit in fuel
of Ukraine Oleksiy Honcharuk.
oil to 0.5%.
The concession tender is granted for the term of As such, the Clean Arctic Alliance is calling for the
thirty-�ive years. (Credits: World Cargo News)
IMO to support an immediate switch to distillate
fuels for ships in the Arctic and develop a global
Clean Arctic Alliance: How Did Super Pollutant rule prohibiting fuels with high Black Carbon
‘Frankenstein’ Fuels Come to Market?
emissions. (Credits: Safety4sea)
January 27, The Clean Arctic Alliance, a coalition
of non-governmental organizations working for a
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VW Struggles with Sale of MAN Energy Solu- Shipyard Worker Dies at Fukuoka Shipbuildtions
ing
January 23, Volkswagen AG is disappointed with January 27, A shipyard worker has lost his life
the offers so far for its MAN Energy Solutions divi- while working on a new building vessel at the
sion, which makes diesel engines for ships and Fukuoka Shipbuilding in Japan.
power generators. VW has been holding bilateral
talks since last year with potential buyers including Cummins Inc. Competitors including Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. have previously shown
interest, they said, adding that the carmaker may
decide to retain the business unless better offers
emerge.

The worker reportedly succumbed to fatal injuries he suffered while cleaning new build ship’s
cargo tank. The ship was intended to join Od�jell
Tankers later this year, as the company is scheduled to take over the ship as its commercial manager. (Credits: World Maritime News)
Serious Injury Onboard M.V. “Barcarena”

VW declined to comment on the effort to sell
MAN. A representative for Cummins didn’t immediately respond to a request for comment while
Mitsubishi Heavy couldn’t immediately be
reached for comment outside of regular business
hours. The shares rose were up 0.7% as of 10:43
a.m. Friday in Frankfurt.

VW decided about nine months ago to review
strategic options including a sale of the specialist
in large engines used in ships and factories. It also
put industrial transmissions maker Renk AG, on
the block. The power engineering group, which
includes both Man Energy Solutions and Renk,
has a sum-of-the-parts value of 2.5 billion euros
($2.76 billion).
(Credits: Bloomberg Intelligence)

January 25, the Chief Of�icer on M.V. “Barcarena”
suffered serious injury during port stay in Bunbury (Australia). He has been transported to a
hospital, and is currently under treatment. The
seriousness of the injury is still not concluded. All
relevant parties, including next of kind, have been
informed and followed up. The cause of the accident is still not clear and a thorough accident
investigation will be carried out. (Credits: Klaveness)
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Safely Navigating the Winds of Change
January 23, In late October, with much fanfare,
Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker, Stephen
Pike, CEO of the Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center and many others joined of�icials from the
Massachusetts Maritime Academy (MMA) to
launch the �irst-in-the-nation offshore wind crew
transfer training facility. The group of state and
college representatives also of�icially christened a
new training vessel. The training facility, which
received a total of $1.73 million from the Administration and Massachusetts Clean Energy Center
(MassCEC), will provide education, training and
certi�ication to thousands of residents, including
Mass Maritime cadets, as well as skilled labor
including electricians, pile drivers, divers and
welders, enabling them to work in the emerging
offshore wind industry. But, it is important to note
that this isn’t intended to be the traditional ‘mariner’ training. Instead, the �ledgling effort is nod to
the new skill sets and trades which will be need in
the offshore energy sectors in the decades to
come.

8 Crew Kidnapped from Malaysian Fishing
Trawler near Sabah, Malaysia
January 20, The Philippine Coast Guard (ReCAAP
Focal Point) reported to the ReCAAP ISC that six
gunmen dressed in black suits with masks used a
grey speedboat with twin engine (40 HP) and
abducted eight crew from a Malaysia-registered
�ishing trawler (with marking SSK 00543). The
�ishing trawler was found abandoned and with no
crew on board on 17 January 2020 at about 1500
hrs at approximately 4.24 nm off Pulau Tambisan,
Lahad Datu, Sabah, Malaysia. On 18 January 2020,
the Malaysian authorities reported that they had
recovered three of the eight missing crew in the
vicinity of Lahad Datu, Sabah. Their condition has
not been reported.

The Philippine authorities were conducting maritime patrols in the area, particularly near the
Sulade Island (which was believed to be the staging area of the perpetrators). The Philippine and
Malaysia authorities are stepping up their patrol
efforts, conducting pursuit operations and intensifying its military operation to locate the �ive
The project, a partnership between Mass Mari- abducted Indonesian crew. (Credits: Maritime
time, state government and industry, heralds the Security Review)
�irst domestic training facility accredited to
provide a full safety training program required for Curfew in ESS Zone Extended until January 21
workers in offshore wind. The offshore wind
training facility will provide critical infrastructure January 5, The curfew in the waters off seven
that will give both college students and adults districts in the Eastern Sabah Security Zone (ESS
seeking new careers the necessary skills and Zone) that ends tomorrow, January 06, has been
certi�ication to work in the emerging industry. extended to January 21, according to Sabah police
(Credits: Marinelink)
commissioner Omar Mammah.
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Police Commissioner Omar stated said the curfew
from 6pm to 6am covered the areas of Tawau,
Semporna, Kunak, Lahad Datu, Kinabatangan,
Sandakan and Beluran. (Credits: The Malaysian
Insight)

laser development – enhancing the detection of
underwater objects including submarines and
archaeological sites. Conventional methods to
detect underwater targets have employed acoustic waves. However, laser-based systems have
clear advantages in high directionality and high
range resolution. They also allow new methods of
wide-band and interception-proofed communication.”

A Man has Died Following an Incident at a Port
of Tilbury Industrial Estate

January 21, A man has tragically died following an
incident at an industrial unit at the Port of Tilbury.
The incident happened at around 9am on Tuesday, January 21st with police and paramedics
rushing to the scene. An air ambulance also
landed nearby to offer assistance. Despite the best
efforts of the emergency services, the man was
pronounced dead at the scene. (Credits: Essex
Live)
Maritime Blue-Light Laser Discovered

January 6, Scientists working on the $1 million
KET maritime project have released a detailed
report on the potential of ‘Photonic Marine Applications’, produced by Spanish research center
AIMEN, reveals new boundaries broken in marine

The study of ‘photonics’ seeks to generate, control
and detect photons – an elementary particle of
light carrying energy. It can be used to concentrate beams for cutting and welding as well as 3D
scanning and surgical applications, through to
more ‘ordinary’ applications, such as presence
detection for door control, bar code scanning and
printers.

The global photonics market is expected to
surpass $688 billion in 2020. (Credits: Marine
technology news)
Columbia: Navy Seize 1000kg of Cocaine in
Uraba

January 24, Navy forces seized 1,007 kg of cocaine
from a cargo ship in the Gulf of Urabá. The contraband was discovered hidden in a container bound
for Antwerp in Belgium. Large-scale seizures of
contraband destined for Antwerp are common,
with some 40 tonnes of cocaine seized from
containers arriving at the port from Brazil, Ecuador and Colombia. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping
News)
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Seafarer E-money Platform Gains Bank’s Of�i- ping ministry announced on Wednesday that the
crew had been released after successful negotiacial Approval
tions with their kidnappers. Greece’s shipping
January 1, MarCoPay Inc. received a certi�icate of ministry said that the Happy Lady was 2nm off the
registration from Central Bank of Philippines port of Limboh in Cameroon when it was attacked
names Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinasto of�icially by armed individuals.
operate as an electronic money issuer makes a
step forward in order to meet its target delivery
date for NYK operated vessels in early 2020.
For the records, the innovative platform MarCoPay was developed back in July 2019 from NYK
and Philippine-owned business group Transnational Diversi�ied Group (TDG).

The pirates abducted one Ukrainian, two Philippine nationals and �ive Greek nationals out of the
28-member crew. One additional Greek seafarer
was injured during the altercation. (Credits:
Insurance marine News)
Fire Breaks Out on Supertanker off Dubai,
Crew Safe

MarCoPay is an international secure platform
which contributes to support the seafarer's and
their families lives. NYK plans to spread the
service until next spring, so it can be further used
by shipowners and ship management companies
outside of NYK. Concluding, NYK along with its
medium-term management plan "Staying Ahead
2022 with Digitalization and Green" informed
that will continue enhancing digitalization and
supporting the seafarer's live all around the
January 30, Fire erupted on board a very large
world. (Credits: safety4sea)
crude carrier identi�ied as Zoya1, approximately
Happy Lady kidnapped Crew Members are 21 nautical miles northwest of Dubai, UAE. The
�ire started as the crew members were doing
Released
maintenance work on board. Having received a
January 25, Eight crew members of chemical/oil distress signal, the local rescue personnel manproducts tanker Happy Lady (IMO 9644225) who aged to evacuate the crew from the stricken
were kidnapped off Nigeria on December 30th vessel, the 24-year old supertanker was not
2019 were released on January 22nd 2020. All loaded with oil. (Credits: World Maritime News)
were reported safe and healthy. The Greek ship-
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WWF Calls out MSC for Proposed Certi�ication less-than-law-abiding shippers in China who
of Blue Fin tuna
attempt to send mis-declared mitten crabs to
American customers. At the Port of Cincinnati,
January 23, Despite the good news that the Atlan- U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) of�icers
tic blue �in tuna is on its way to recovery from the and of�icials with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
brink of collapse just a few years ago, it has not yet (FWS) have intercepted 51 shipments of the
achieved sustainable levels which means no �ish- vigorous, invasive crab species over the past four
eries can be endorsed with a sustainability label. months.
WWF believes due to the uncertainties of the
stock assessment and the unknown magnitude of The seizures in Cincinnati amount to roughly
illegal catches that still occur in the region, Atlan- 3,700 live crabs weighing a total of 3,400 pounds.
tic blue �in tuna should not pass the MSC thresh- The Port of Cincinnati saw the highest volume of
old for certi�ication.
the smuggled crustaceans, with the second largest number coming through the Los Angeles ports
Giuseppe Di Carlo, Director of WWF Mediterrane- of entry.
an Marine Initiative said: “It will be of interest to
the public and retailers the world over, many of
whom will be shocked to think that MSC would
even consider assessing the proposed �ishery, let
alone allowing it to go through to the �inal stages.
If a blue �in tuna �ishery is certi�ied by MSC then
we have a dangerous incentive to the market and
we risk compromising the long-term recovery of
the stock. WWF had no other option than to
object. As a stakeholder with interest in the
conservation and effective management of blue
�in tuna, we shared carefully reasoned submissions as part of the process but these were summarily dismissed. We are now taking a stand and
shining the spotlight on the failings of the MSC
system, as well as on the need for precautionary According to CBP, the shipments originated in
and careful management to ensure the continued China and in Chinese-administered Hong Kong.
recovery of this iconic species.”
They were destined for residences and businesses
in multiple U.S. states, although most were
WWF is now calling on MSC to stop the current headed to New York. All were falsely listed on
certi�ication process and instead pressure cargo manifests as tools or clothing. CBP referred
governments to improve controls and traceability the live crabs to FWS, and all the violations are
and demand for a management of the stock based currently under review. It is illegal to import
on sound scienti�ic advice.
mitten crabs and other invasive wildlife into the
(Credit: WWF Panda)
United States without a permit.
Customs Of�icials Seize 3,700 Invasive Crabs at “As a uni�ied border agency, CBP is committed to a
Port of Cincinnati
fully integrated approach toward international
security,” said Cincinnati CBP supervisory agriculJanuary 23, Every year, customs of�icials at Ameri- ture specialist Barbara Hassan. “In this case, we
can ports face an unusual smuggling challenge:
worked closely with FWS to stop a serious threat
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to our economy and ecology. (Credits: Maritime report read: “The Gulf of Guinea account for over
Executive)
90 per cent of global crew kidnapping and has
increased more than 50 per cent year-on-year.
Attempted Theft aboard Tanker Transiting in
Eastbound Lane of TSS in Singapore Strait

January 27, While underway, two unauthorized
persons were sighted in the engine room of the
tanker BRITISH MARINER (IMO #9724582)
approximately 6.2NM northwest of Tanjung Tondang, Pulau Bintan in Indonesia in the eastbound
lane of the Traf�ic Separation Scheme (TSS) of the
Singapore Strait (posn. 1° 16.2’ S, 104° 16.15’ E).
The alarm was immediately raised and the perpetrators escaped empty handed. The master
reported the incident to Singapore Vessel Traf�ic
Information System (VTIS) through VHF. The
crew was safe. (Credits: ReCAAP)
Pirate Attacks: GOG Account for 90% of Global
Crew Kidnapping in 2019

The kidnapping of crew is not just a phenomenon
faced by one sector of shipping. All types of
vessels have been targeted at various distances
from the coastline. According the report, Africa
led other regions of the world with a total of 71
percent in pirate attacks followed by South East
Asia with 53 percent, America 29 percent East
Asia, �ive percent and Indian sub-continent with
four percent.
(Credits: Vanguard)
Wheat Slumps Nearly 2% as China Virus Fears
Grow; Soybeans, Corn Fall

January 27, Chicago wheat slid nearly 2% on
Monday to its weakest in more than a week while
corn fell 1% as rising concerns over the spread of
a virus outbreak in China and its potential
economic fallout triggered broad-based selling.
Soybeans dropped about half a percent to their
lowest in more than six weeks. Stocks tumbled as
investors grew increasingly anxious about the
economic impact of the new coronavirus
outbreak, with demand spiking for safe-haven
assets such as the Japanese yen and Treasury
notes.

January 24, Despite the drop in the piracy and sea
robbery across the globe, the Gulf of Guinea, GoG,
has remained a hotspot for criminal activities in
Africa, the International Maritime Bureau piracy
report stated 162 incidents of piracy and armed
robbery against vessels were reported between
January 2020 and December 2019. In the 2019
report, an unprecedented number of seafarers The virus is expected to dent growth in China, the
were kidnapped and taken hostage as a total of world’s top importer of soybeans and other agri134 crew were seized in 19 incidents. Part of the cultural products, after months of economic wor-
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ries over trade tensions with the United States.
Traders and farmers continued to wait for signs of
increased Chinese buying of U.S. farm goods after
Beijing pledged to signi�icantly increase imports
in an initial trade deal the countries signed earlier
this month. The agreement is meant to reduce
tensions after nearly two years of a tit-for-tat
tariff war.

The Lu Rong Yuan Yu 956 is the latest in a string of
cases where the offenders are either given a much
lower �ine or refuse to pay entirely, and are later
re-licensed to �ish. If Ghana’s government wants
to protect its �ish stocks, food security and coastal
communities it needs to urgently crack down on
these practices, says EJF. Around 90 percent of
Ghana’s industrial �ishing �leet is linked to
Chinese ownership, an EJF investigation revealed
Brazil, a rival soybean supplier, is expected to in 2018. (Credits: The Maritime Executive)
harvest a massive crop, providing stiff competi2020 Will Shape the Future of the Oceans
tion for sales to China. (Credits: Ince Group)
No Scrubs: More Ports ban EGCS Discharges

January 22, It noted that exhaust gas cleaning
systems (EGCS) – more commonly referred to as
scrubbers – were an accepted equivalent measure
in complying with the IMO 2020 global sulphur
cap. However, ports around the world were looking at the impact of scrubber use in their waters. A
number of ports and regions had already stated
that they will not allow the discharge of washwater from scrubbers.

The link below summarises North’s understanding of the positions taken by ports that have or
will prohibit the use of scrubbers, or have placed
conditions on their use. (Credit: NEPIA)

January 21, “Our house is on �ire,” said Swedish
activist Greta Thunberg at the beginning of 2019.
Her statement resonated throughout the year,
with temperature records broken in many countries, an unusually intense wild�ire season in the
Amazon, and the ocean continuing to lose oxygen.
Millions took to the streets to vent their feelings at
governments for not doing enough. In December,
protesters inside the COP25 UN climate change
conference in Madrid summed up a year of growing boldness, and frustration.

Trawlers Operating Illegally Continue to
Dodge Fines in Ghana

January 26, Last year, the vessel Lu Rong Yuan Yu
956 was caught in Ghanaian waters with illegal
nets and undersized ‘small pelagic’ �ish on board –
the staple catch of local canoe �ishers. The $1
million �ine originally imposed is the statutory
minimum under Ghanaian law. However, the
owners have refused to pay. This is a systemic
problem for Ghana, in which the true bene�iciaries of illegal �ishing go almost entirely unpunished, the Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF)
has said.

While society and many sectors of the economy
will continue to take their own action to help
protect the environment in 2020, there is still
time to accelerate last year’s slow progress in the
international arena, at landmark global summits
on the oceans, biodiversity and climate change.
(Credits: China Dialogue Ocean)
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In conversation with Mr. Abdul Bari Pita�i
Minister of Livestock and Fisheries, Government of Sindh
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Joint Maritime Information And Coordination Center
Visit of Foreign Course Members of 49th PN staff hosted by Commander Coast at PNS QASIM. Such
high level delegation visit from China will open new
Course Delegation to JMICC
paths in maritime sector of both neighbouring will
regards to improved info sharing in maritime
domain.
Royal Qatri Naval Forces Marines Delegation
Visits JMICC

Royal Qatri Naval Forces Marines Delegation
headed by Brigadier General Mubarak Al Sulaiti
visited JMICC for familiarization visit on 08 Jan 20. A
brief covering the roles and tasks of the centre was
delivered by Director JMICC. Visit of Royal Qatri
Naval Forces Marines Delegation will surely
enhance mutual interaction and cooperation in
diversi�ied special/ marine’s warfare domain.

Members from twenty-�ive friendly countries of
49th PN Staff Course visited JMICC on 24 Jan 20
where a short brief on role/ tasks of centre was
presented followed by healthy interactive session of
Q/As focusing on varied maritime domain. The visit
provided an opportunity to apprise foreign of�icers Visit of Foreign Course Members of 49th PN staff
regarding working methodology pf JMICC and its Course Delegation to JMICC
linkages/ cooperation with regional MRCCs to counMembers from twenty-�ive friendly countries of
ter common maritime threats/ challenges.
49th PN Staff Course visited JMICC on 24 Jan 20
where a short brief on role/ tasks of centre was
Visit of Commander of Kenya Navy to JMICC
presented followed by healthy interactive session of
Major General Levi Franklin Mghalu, Commander of Q/As focusing on varied maritime domain. The visit
Kenya Navy along with his personnel staff of�icers provided an opportunity to apprise foreign of�icers
visited JMICC on 23 Jan 20. Director JMICC present- regarding working methodology pf JMICC and its
ed a familiarization brief followed by lunch hosted linkages/ cooperation with regional MRCCs to counter common maritime threats/ challenges.
by Commander Coast at PNS QASIM.
Visit of Deputy Commander Southern Theatre Visit of Deputy Commander Southern Theatre
Command PLA (N) to JMICC
Command PLA (N) to JMICC

Deputy Commander Southern Theatre Command
PLA (N), Vice Admiral Dong Jun along with his
personnel staff of�icers visited JMICC on 07 Jan 20
where a short brief on role/ tasks of centre was
presented by Director JMICC followed by lunch
hosted by Commander Coast at PNS QASIM. Such
high level delegation visit from China will open new
paths in maritime sector of both neighbouring will
regards to improved info sharing in maritime
Deputy Commander Southern Theatre Command domain.
PLA (N), Vice Admiral Dong Jun along with his
personnel staff of�icers visited JMICC on 07 Jan 20
where a short brief on role/ tasks of centre was
presented by Director JMICC followed by lunch
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Role of Media in Maritime Development
Cdre (Retd) Ali Abbas
Media is one of the most powerful tools of communication in developing as well as in developed countries. While it helps in promoting the right things at the right point of time, it is also extensively used
as a propaganda machine. The extensive impact of media on society can easily be seen these days. With
the advancement in the technology the means of mass communications have also become more
advanced. Today people are just a click away from any and every kind of information and news.
Media not only plays fundamental role in shaping the environment and opinion building, it is also a
great tool for educating the people on their social responsibilities and issues pertaining to national
identity, ideology and aspirations. May it be politics, social grooming of masses, understanding of
economy, environmental protection, health, daily life, domestic and foreign policies, or a host of other
issues including even the war�ighting, role of media is of paramount importance. Countries use media
power extensively to further their point of view and subdue the enemy without actual war�ighting.
This is particularly true in the times of tensions and crises when media is used to suppress, harass and
mislead the enemy and other hostile segments while up keeping the national integrity and morale of
own people.
Media is intended to address and reach large target groups or audience. In early days it primarily
meant the print media however in modern times the audio visual channels and the internet involving
social media has taken over as the lead role in this game. In this era of liberalization, privatization and
globalization, the media has brought the world very close to us. Media also acts as the watchdog to
protect public interest against malpractice and create public awareness. Media helps �ighting against
corruption, nepotism, corruption and other evils. Without media the news of government schemes
and bene�its would have never reached the target audience.

Likewise media power is exploited for educating the masses on issues of national importance. Public
awareness will however de�initely be more focused on subjects which are given more time and focus
by the media. In recent times we all have witnessed how much time the media has spent on mostly
political issues and some other aspects of general entertainment. That is why people in this country
are better aware on politics pertaining to coming to power and mudslinging on competing groups than
other important national issues. Today we know more about politics, sports, fashion, lifestyle and
gossips of actors and actresses than issues pertaining to our ideology, national cohesion, economic
and social importance. Maritime sector and maritime economy is one such area that remained neglected over the years not only by the successive governments but also by the media. Though the latter is
not entirely responsible for this omission as media generally only tows the government’s as well as
people’s priorities. Since this sector has never won the preference and priority from the government
therefore media also did not give it the importance that it deserved. While we have been promoting,
with the use of media, things like agriculture sector, cattle farming, protecting crops through use of
pesticide and insecticides, we never ran any programs for example to educate �ishermen on modern
�ishing methods, �ish handling, preservation and processing for value addition, �ish farming and aquaculture, environmental protection, protecting of seas and its resources for their future sustainability,
etc., which are essential aspects of blue economy.
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National developmental programs can be successful if the information is properly disseminated at the
grassroots level. Hence, media tools are the major platform that help in reaching out to the masses,
especially with regards to creating awareness regarding government policies and its different �lagship
programmes. For any industry to �lourish properly, the relevant education is most essential and maritime industry is no exception. While the responsibility of creating skilled and knowledgeable human
resource is the responsibility of colleges and university the generic education, information, awareness
and rallying the people towards maritime economy can be best achieved through media. As we have
been lagged quite far behind therefore there is a dire need for the government and media to undertake
this awareness campaign on war footing with highest priority to promote development of maritime
sector. This campaign has to target a large number of people over a speci�ic period of time to try and
generate speci�ic outcome or achieve pre-determined goal of promoting blue economy. We must run
focused programs and awareness campaigns to cure the widespread disease of sea blindness in this
country.
The Maritime Industry in recent times has become extremely concerned about the human element.
Importantly, the training and education of the human element is paramount for an effective and
ef�icient Maritime Industry. Provided that the concern of the human element is effectively approached
with practical strategies, the end result will see a sustainable industry. While the Maritime education
and training at the secondary level is considered to be critical to create skilled human resource in the
maritime industry however much important than that is to create a general awareness amongst the
masses about the potential of maritime sector and the blue economy and bounties that sea provides
and how developed nations capitalised on their maritime potential to become major economic
powers. To underpin a successful, in�luential and impactful industry that attracts the calibre of people
capable to take the industry to the next level, opinion building through media is most essential.

Director NIMA-Karachi, Commodore (R) Ali Abbas SI (M)
addressed the audience in a one day seminar held by
Maritime Study Forum on the theme of “Projecting Pakistan’s Maritime Potential through Mainstream and Alternative Media.” (Credits: NIMA-KHI)
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CPEC NEEDS TO INVEST FOR HIGH-END MARITIME TOURISM
Naureen Fatima
With an immense maritime tourism potential on a serene coast line of more than 1000 km with sandy
& sunny beaches, it is the right time for Pakistan to take an initiative for the development of high-end
tourism, which is possible on different sites alongside the Sindh & Balochistan coast, under the
umbrella of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).The high-end tourism means to ensure the
presence of superior services of the best quality with a variety of products for tourists in a convenient,
comfortable, peaceful, and engaging manner. Foreign tourists demand a few set of services which
include: personalized service, good quality beds with good quality linen for comfortable sleep, a reliable transport system to commute, comfortable vehicles, a number of good quality local traditional as
well as foreign cuisines along with a relaxing environment, exclusivity, professional staff, and safe and
secure environment.

There might be difference of opinions about the fate and initiation timeframe of high-end maritime
tourism in Pakistan due to various reasons such as the prevailing security environment in Balochistan
and provision of basic necessities. It may be an early step in Pakistan, where maritime tourism is
apparently not visible. However, it is critically important to realize that the time has now come for the
Government to take visionary steps with proper strategies and action oriented plans in the tourism
sector, for which the maritime segment is highly important in order to get results in a shorter time
period of time.
The sustainable coastal livelihood and poverty alleviation is an important agenda and the Government
of Pakistan also has an obligation under the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 1 & 11. The
government’s slogan and actions for initiation of high-end tourism on 2-3 sites can bring impulsive
development by stimulating and encouraging Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) development in
designated areas for which stakes of local investors would then be high. The trust of local entrepreneurs would also be enhanced on Government policies with the inclusion of private investments in
hospitality services; development of such model sites would ultimately attract a large number of
foreign & domestic tourists in a shorter time span. Additionally, the Government’s initiative under
CPEC for the high-end tourism will create some amazing job opportunities for the uplift of livelihood
of coastal communities and will de�initely boost the economy of the country.
For the initial projects, it would be wise to develop high-end tourism resorts, water sports and other
related activities under CPEC on 2-3 identi�ied locations based on a cluster approach for different
nearby sites and types of tourism products. The best potential cluster sites may be the Kund Malir in
Balochistan and Keti Bunder in Sindh. Development of these potential sites will create a quantum
impact on Pakistan’s economy. It is the right time to strategize and initiate parallel interventions so
that Pakistan’s maritime tourism can be a big success in shorter time span of 5 to 7 years unlike Maldives success over 3 decades.

Nani Mandir, a Hindu temple at Hinglaj, is one of the largest Hindu pilgrimage places in Pakistan with
more than 250,000 visitation for Hinglaj Yatra in spring season every year. Different high-end tourism
products including good hospitality services, hot air balloon joy rides for the scenic beauty of geologi-
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cal formations in the area, wildlife including bird & crocodile watching, water sports activities, historical museums, and other related activities can be introduced in the area by establishing it as part of
Kund Malir Cluster Site, which is a sunny, sandy beach in Balochistan located on Makran Coastal Highway and in Hingol National Park.

The geological formations have wonderful weathered structures including the one artistic master
piece named as Princess of Hope by eminent Hollywood actress Angelina Jolie during her visit to this
naturally beautiful area near Buzipass. Apart from hot-air balloon ride, tourist can do a lot of other
activities such as photography with movie shoot, paragliding, hiking and camping to enjoy wilderness.
At Kund Malir, different leisure activities including water sports activities, scuba diving, parasailing,
hotels, motels, restaurants, model tourist village, camping sites, hiking trails, and wildlife watching
spots can be developed. With the development of this site, not only Hindu communities but also
domestic & foreign tourists will equally enjoy the area with a religious, joyful, and relaxing environment. This will also create better livelihood opportunities for the coastal communities.

Now, the question arises about how the aspirations for a high-end maritime tourism along Pakistan’s
coast can be materialized? To me, it would be wise for the National Tourism Coordination Board
(NTCB) to play its vibrant role in mobilizing and linking CPEC investment with this intervention. The
Balochistan Coastal Development Authority (BCDA) and Government of Sindh should be taken
on-board with effective coordination. Pakistan Navy and other security agencies can play their signi�icant role towards the security environment in the region. The Pakistan Navy can also complement and
strengthen BCDA for the development of maritime tourism products.
As part of its National Strategy Paper, NTCB should explore policy avenues and waivers / incentives in
coordination with provincial governments so that public or private sector investors can also enter into
these amazing and in the long run good rewarding interventions through many possible ways. BCDA
or the Government of Sindh both can also initiate Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects on BOT
basis for which arrangements with CPEC or any other investment windows may also be explored and
process be initiated in accordance with the guidance under PPP Authority Act 2017. An early response
under CPEC can produce signi�icant results. Fiscal incentives in the form of tax holidays can be provided to the investors through lease agreements with the mutual consent of Balochistan Coastal Development Authority and Sindh Provincial Government, and where required, the inclusion of the Federal
Government. In case if required, Pakistan needs to develop better lease instrument by comparing Maldives.
– The writer is a Maritime Researcher at
National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA), Islamabad
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Selling half-truths
Muhammad Azam Khan
History is by no means unstained. ‘History is a lie that historians agree on’, Voltaire is reputed to have
said. This becomes truer when the author is a triumphant side, even if his victory owed to some evil
machinations. Too often history gets distorted, exaggerated and valiant acts of other side underplayed,
to feed a victor’s vainglorious appetite. This also shapes the minds of posterity in societies. Truth,
nonetheless, has a bizarre way of surfacing.
A careful insight into the history of colonial India, the wars fought in South Asia as well as in the Indian
Ocean provides ample testimony to manipulation of various accounts. Evidence also suggests
intrigues and the vile role played by some important characters in the run-up to the partition of British
India.

The last British viceroy in India, Lord Louis Mountbatten, a former naval of�icer who entered the Royal
Navy in 1913 was a man of dubious character. Mountbatten’s quick rise in rank owes in large part to
his connections with the Royal Family. During WWII, he managed to lose two destroyers, the Kelly and
the Javelin, under him in circumstances that were professionally questionable. Yet, he was portrayed
as a hero to the public. Britain was in a dif�icult situation and needed heroes to raise public morale.
Churchill decided to make one out of Mountbatten. In 1922, Mountbatten married Edwina Ashley, one
of the most sought after girl in London who had inherited a fortune of two million Pounds (equivalent
to Pound 53 million today) from her grandfather, Sir Ernest Cassel. Understandably, Edwina had a
notorious reputation. The stories of her bizarre romance with Nehru who was 58, ten years her senior
when both �irst met, are too well known. Yet Edwina’s in�idelity pales when compared to Mountbatten’s in�irmities and debauchery. All this is now out in open as a result of the FBI’s declassi�ied documents.

Assigning Muslim majority tehsils of Gurdaspur (52 percent) and Batala (55 percent) to India was part
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of the larger scheme that points to collusion between British Raj and Indian Congress. In this gerrymandering, the extramarital affair of Edwina and Nehru is believed to have played an important role.
Not too well known is also the fact that despite Jinnah’s resolute demand and strong justi�ication or
Islands of Andaman and Nicobar to be made part of Pakistan, both Congress and the British government rejected it. In 2015, Indian Prime Minister Modi went on record to brazenly admit personal and
his country’s insidious role in dismembering Pakistan in 1971. One wonders how the two groups of
islands in the Indian Ocean might have played for the Pakistan navy during the war in 1971 had they
been in possession of Pakistan.

The Indian navy recently celebrated “navy day” amidst celebratory messages from the chief of the
service and country’s political leadership. December 4 is commemorated by the Indian navy every
year to recall the 1971 war in the North Arabian Sea and missile attacks on Karachi. Using self-glorifying expressions like “decisive naval action” for such attacks however clearly belie facts.
In the initial stages of the war, luck did favour the Indian navy. The two missile boat-mounted attacks
on Dec 4 and 8 resulted in the sinking of a Pakistan navy destroyer and damaged few other ships at
Karachi anchorage. It also set alight oil tanks ashore at the Keamari terminal. But this is an only
half-truth. What happened subsequently in the Arabian Sea changed the course of the war in the western theatre.

On December 9, a brisk riposte by Pakistan navy turned the tables upside down. It not only shocked a
numerically superior and up until then a boastful Indian �leet but effectively ended the offensive
carriage of the Indian navy. It was a new beginning in naval warfare between the two arch enemies.
The situation lasted until the termination of the war.

Truth be told, in the early hours of 9 December 1971, Pakistan navy submarine, Hangor had two
Indian navy frigates insight. The Indian warships were patrolling off the Kathiawar coast in Indian
Gujarat. Hangor kept tracking enemy ships to seek an ideal �iring position. It was a back-breaking and
long pursuit. A bold and accomplished commanding of�icer with his competent crew onboard nonetheless pressed on with the chase.

Hangor’s moment �inally arrived that evening. At 1957 hours, Pakistan navy submarine �ired a homing
torpedo from a depth of some 40 meters. The target was two Indian navy ships steaming in close
formation. No explosion was heard following �iring of the �irst shot. Hangor’s crew did not dither and
quickly �ired a second torpedo. Five tense minutes passed before a loud explosion was heard. The
torpedo had found its mark. This was Indian navy frigate INS Khukri from 14th Naval Squadron of
Western command. The torpedo hit the ship’s magazine where explosives are kept. Khukri sank in
minutes taking down 18 Indian naval of�icers and 176 sailors.
The spectacular achievement of Hangor had both, tactical as well as strategic impact. The third Indian
navy missile attack on Karachi scheduled for December 10 was called off. It upended the entire Western �leet of the Indian navy to reverse its offensive posture to defensive and hunt for Hangor. Between
December 9 until Hangor returned back safe to Karachi on December 18, everything Indian navy had
in its inventory was thrown in to kill the Pakistan navy submarine, all in vain. Over 150 depth charges
are believed to have been dropped by the Indian navy to destroy Hangor. The long futile chase of
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Hangor was enough to underscore the poor anti-submarine skills of the Indian navy.

It is said that ‘submarine and anti-submarine operations are all about training, skill and steady nerves’.
Nearly forty-eight years later, the fragility of the Indian navy’s submarine skills was too much exposed.
This time Pakistan navy proved its mastery in anti-submarine warfare. On March 4 this year, the
newest Indian submarine was promptly detected by a Pakistan navy anti-submarine aircraft on patrol.
The submarine was trying to sneak into Pakistani waters, perhaps for intel gathering and if required,
to conduct submarine-launched missile attacks on coastal facilities of Pakistan. The attempt was however effectively thwarted and submarine compelled to retreat to Indian waters. It would have been a
sure kill but for Pakistan’s national policy of “restraint”.

It seems ludicrous but during the same crisis, the Indian navy’s largest platform, the aircraft carrier
was deployed in the entirely “defensive” role of escorting smaller vessels holed up elsewhere in ports
of the regional countries. The aircraft carrier is an offensive power projection platform. With its fearsome �ighter aircraft power onboard and other arsenals, a carrier is meant to exercise “sea control”.
This provides freedom of movement and �lexibility to friendly forces. In the Indian case, it was
anything but. This raises serious questions on the Indian navy’s claim of being a “net security provider
in the immediate region and beyond” as detailed in its premier, “Indian maritime security strategy”,
“Ensuring Secure Seas”. But such a benign and spineless role of Indian aircraft carrier should come as
no surprise. Throughout Indian naval history, its aircraft carrier has been more of an encumbrance
than a potent platform.
Here, one is also reminded of the Pakistan navy’s bold action in 1965. The offensive bombardment of
Dwarka port; the enemy’s failure to venture out in the Arabian Sea against Pakistan navy despite clear
numerical superiority and strength is a scar in Indian naval history. No matter what, it is not likely to
fade away in history. Here too, Pakistan navy remained the unchallenged master of the seas till the
termination of the war. Its lone submarine Ghazi was enough to keep the entire Indian armada holed
up inside the country’s harbours. Such stories rarely make it to the mainstream Indian print or electronic media.

One can wallow in self-praise; produce �ictional �ilms of incidents and celebrate half-truths. But in the
end, reality manages to �ind its way to the surface. And let there be no mistake, Pakistan navy remains
poised and committed to deter and thwart any misadventure in its area of interest. Its of�icers and men
are �irmly guided by core values of faith, character, courage and commitment. And their inspiration
comes from such verses of poet Iqbal:
“waqt fursat hai kahan, kaam abhi baqi hai,
Nur-i-Tawheed ka etmaam abhi baqee hai”

The author is a maritime and naval researcher with wide-ranging experience.
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Sulphur Cap
The IMO-2020 requires that in the interest of environmental protection, the marine sector’s allowed
Sulphur emission levels are to be strictly limited effective January 1st, 2020. Earlier in Mar-2018, the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) decided that the marine sector will have to reduce Sulphur
emissions from the then applicable 3.5% to a maximum of 0.5% by Jan-2020. It is expected that the
regulation, now widely known as IMO-2020, will result in the largest reduction in the Sulphur content
of a transportation fuel undertaken at one time. This is only possible by way of installing scrubbers or
by shifting from heavier fuels such as High Sulphur Furnace Oil (HSFO) to Very Low Sulphur Furnace
Oil (VLSFO). Non-compliance with IMO-2020 requirements could result in serious repercussions such
as the ship being detained at port, penalties and being required to obtain compliant fuel.
This is likely to be disastrous for FO prices, which have already started to spiral down. While Pakistan
still reels from the domestically brewed crisis of Furnace Oil (FO) based power generation, there is yet
another story that could be devastating for FO. This time, however, the dark clouds have risen in the
form of a change in international regulations sparked by a drive for environmental sustainability,
something that Pakistan cannot reasonably avoid. As a result, the local re�ineries are expected to face
severe headwinds. In terms of market performance, even if we assume that the considerable correction of the local oil re�ining stocks in recent times re�lects the impact of the regulation, the actual
impact on earnings is yet to be seen.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates that demand for HSFO will drop from 3.5 million
BPD to 1.4 million BPD in 2020. Needless to say, IMO-2020 has the potential to be highly disruptive for
the pricing and availability of compliant fuels. A fall of US$50/ton in prices of Furnace Oil results in a
Rs. 27bn loss to the re�ining sectors (keeping other margins constant). While re�ineries across the
globe have been adapting to the changing regulations, Pakistan’s re�ineries continue to operate on the
outdated hydro- skimming technology which could pose serious challenges in the wake of IMO-2020.
We feel it pertinent to point out that not too long ago, on the direction of the government, the sector
invested billions of Rupees in Diesel Desulphurization and Isomerization projects. The government
should take emergency action on this development.
FO spreads over crude (US$)

Local Refineries: Product Slate (FY18)
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HSD Moges Jet Fuel

Letters to Editor
Eco-Friendly Tourism
Prime Minister Imran Khan has recently tweeted
about Pakistan’s unlimited potential for developing eco-friendly tourism, as a land of immense
natural beauty and treasure. With the recent
efforts of various stakeholders, Pakistan has now
been listed as the top tourist destination for the
year 2020 by Condé Nast Traveller, a prestigious
international publication.

Tourism is a great source of promotion of the country’s cultural heritage, history, scenic, and natural
beauty, but on the other hand, it brings along environmental pollution with it, causing destruction of
nature. As Pakistan is rich with natural beauty, its
preservation is crucial, for which, the government
urgently needs to take an initiative. The local population has to be fully aware of their part in contributing to the environment. In this context, options
like eco-tourism can help us in generating revenue,
along with promoting tourism. Ecotourism, a form
of tourism which includes fragile, pristine, and
relatively undisturbed natural areas, intended as a
low-impact alternative to standard commercial
mass tourism.

boats operating at Karachi Port Trust Jetties for
transportation of personnel to and from City to
Islands of Manora, Baba, and Bhit. A large number
of residents including women and children use this
service on a daily basis, but unfortunately, no serious measures have been taken yet to come across
such a big and extensive paucity. Well maintained
and workable LSA & FFA must be provided to all
boats by their administrative authority, frequent
training sessions and drills must also be conducted
in order to make vessels operators and passengers
well accustomed with actions that they may have
to take in case of any emergency while travelling.
Noman Usmani
Seafarer

Non-functional Oil Terminals
This, indeed, is a potential catastrophe. Out of Pakistan’s three main oil import terminals, two are
non-functional and undergoing upgrades and
repairs. They are Oil Pier-1 and Oil Pier-3. Only Oil
Pier-02 is operating at the moment.

These three oil import terminals form the backbone of Pakistan’s petroleum industry. It comes as
a great shock that our country’s oil imports can so
easily be threatened due to a lack of foresight. It
will take the authorities eight months or so to
make both the terminals functional again. Keeping
in mind the time the repairs take, the actual time
taken can even be even longer.

We have come to know from various sources that
National Centre for Maritime Policy Research
(NCMPR), has taken an initiative which aims to
spread awareness on maritime tourism, how it
bene�its the nature, and how it has positive effects
on the economy of the country, which is really
praiseworthy. But we would request the concern
authorities and institutions like NCMPR to vigor- As a concerned Pakistani citizen, my question for
ously promote eco-tourism through advocacy and our relevant authorities is: how and why we can
allow this situation to persist? If, God forbid, someresearch.
thing happens to Oil Pier-2, Pakistan’s oil sector
Tayyaba Anwar will literally come to a standstill. This is indeed a
Student, Institute of Professional Psychology grave situation. I urge our planners and policy
makers to urgently �ind a solution to it.
LSA and FFA to Be Installed on each Passenger
Syed Ovais Akhtar
Carrying Boat
A Concerned Citizen
I would like to highlight the lack of availability and
awareness of LSA (Life Saving Appliances) and FFA
(Fire Fighting Appliances) available in cruising
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Director General, Ports & Shipping, Karachi
Ministry of Ports & Shipping
1st �loor, KDLB Building, 58 West Wharf Road,
Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99204196

MSC Agency Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd.
1st �loor, Faysal Bank Building, 16, Abdullah
Haroon Road adjacent to Marriott Hotel, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35632001-12
Email:PK532-msckarachi.booking@msc.com

Pakistan International Container Terminal
Terminal of�ice berths 6-9, East Wharf,
Karachi Port, Karachi
Contact: +62-21-111-117-248

Sea Hawk Shipping Line (Pvt.) Ltd.
10th �loor, Uni Center, I. I. Chundrigar Road,
Karachi
Contact: +92-21-32415189-90
Email: info@seahawkgroup.com.pk

Qasim International Container Terminal Pakistan Limited.
Berth no. 5, 6 & 7 Marginal Wharves
Port Muhammad Bin Qasim, P. O. Box 6425, Karachi-75020
Contact: +92-21-111-786-888

Karachi International Container Terminal
Administration Building, Berths 26-30
Dockyard Road, West Wharf, Karachi-74000
Contact: +92-21-111-542-850

APL Logistics
Of�ice no. 808,809 and 810, 8th �loor, Al-Tijarah
Center, Plot no. 32-1-A, P.E.C.H.S. Block-6, Shahrah-e-Faisal, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-37131860

ECU Worldwide (Pvt.) Ltd.
3-F, 3rd �loor, Bahria Complex III, Lalazar,
M.T. Khan Road, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35642740-9
Email: info@ecuworldwide.com.pk

Freight Connection Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd.
4th �loor, Bahria Complex IV, Main Chaudhary
Khaliq-Uz-Zaman Road, Gizri, Clifton, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-25147777-81
Email: byl@fcg.com.pk
Pak Shaheen (Pvt.) Ltd.
A-23, Pak Shaheen Avenue, Keamari,
Karachi-75620
Contact: +92-21-32857790-3
Email: info@psf-psg.com

Ocean Network Express Pakistan (Pvt.) Ltd.
5th �loor, Bahria Complex III, M.T. Khan Road, Inshipping (Private) Limited.
GF-5, K.D.L.B. building, 58 West Warf road, P. O.
Karachi.
Box 6187, Karachi-7400
Contact: +92-21-35205019
Contact: +92-21-32204080-2
+92-21-32200164-66
Marine International Container Terminal
Suit no. 201, Business Center Mumtaz Hassan
Forbes Shipping Company (Pvt.) Ltd.
Road, Karachi-7400
GF-5, K.D.L.B. building, 58 West Warf road,
Contact: +92-21-32417933
Karachi-7400
Email: Imran.ajaz@mict.com.pk
Contact: +92-21-32314025-29
Email: forbesshipcorporate@mega-in.com
United Marine Agencies (Pvt.) Ltd.
8th �loor, Bahria Complex IV, Gizri, Clifton, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-111-111-862
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Protecting Historic Coastal Cities: Case Studies in Resilience
ISBN-13: 978-1623497705 ISBN-10: 1623497701
Publisher: Texas A&M University Press 2019)
The consequences of climate change, increasing storm surge, and rising sea
levels are being seen and felt by coastal communities across the globe as
hurricanes, coastal storms, and �looding increase in intensity and frequency.
Understanding how coastal communities around the world have adapted to
these challenging environments can help identify not only the strategies to
better prepare our vulnerable cities, but also the attitudes that are most effective in producing constructive solutions.

Protecting Historic Coastal Cities presents an overview of how historic communities in coastal environments understand and confront the unique challenges they face. It represents a variety of disciplines including historical
preservation, public history, environmental science, engineering, and architecture. Authors explore communities that take a proactive approach to the special circumstance of living on a
coast historic preservation efforts in the midst of hurricane response, the 1900 Galveston Hurricane and the
subsequent raising of Galveston Island, resilient housing initiatives in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,
aggressive public infrastructure changes in Miami Beach, and pioneering advances in �lood protection in the
Netherlands.

Each disaster is different, and the unique characteristics of the event determine approaches to recovery as well
as funding from both insurance and government. As we prepare for future disasters, we must understand the
underlying conditions that make us vulnerable as human beings and recognize the links between the built environment and the natural environment. In Protecting Historic Coastal Cities, the authors assert that building
resilient coastal communities requires a profound understanding of this relationship to confront the extreme
conditions of living and working in coastal areas around the world.
The Tragedy of the Commodity: Oceans, Fisheries, and Aquaculture
(Nature, Society, and Culture)

Although humans have long depended on oceans and aquatic ecosystems
for sustenance and trade, only recently has human in�luence on these
resources dramatically increased, transforming and undermining oceanic
environments throughout the world. Marine ecosystems are in a crisis that
is global in scope, rapid in pace, and colossal in scale. In The Tragedy of the
Commodity, sociologists Stefano B. Longo, Rebecca Clausen, and Brett Clark
explore the role human in�luence plays in this crisis, highlighting the social
and economic forces that are at the heart of this looming ecological problem. In a critique of the classic theory “the tragedy of the commons” by ecologist Garrett Hardin, the authors move beyond simplistic explanations—such as unrestrained self-interest or population growth—to argue
that it is the commodi�ication of aquatic resources that leads to the depletion of �isheries and the development of environmentally suspect means of
aquaculture. To illustrate this argument, the book features two fascinating
case studies—the thousand-year history of the Blue�in tuna �ishery in the
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Mediterranean and the massive Paci�ic salmon �ishery. Longo, Clausen, and Clark describe how new �ishing
technologies, transformations in ships and storage capacities, and the expansion of seafood markets combined
to alter radically and permanently these crucial ecosystems. In doing so, the authors underscore how the
particular organization of social production contributes to ecological degradation and an increase in the pressures placed upon the ocean. The authors highlight the historical, political, economic, and cultural forces that
shape how we interact with the larger biophysical world. A path-breaking analysis of over�ishing, The Tragedy
of the Commodity yields insight into issues such as deforestation, biodiversity loss, pollution, and climate
change.
Marine Policy (Earth scan Oceans)

Publisher: Routledge; 2 edition (June 25, 2019)
ISBN-10: 0815379277 ISBN-13: 978-0815379270
"It is increasingly recognized that our world is now at a critical turning
point. With ever increasing population our impact on the natural environment is at such a scale that we are now altering not just our immediate
surroundings but also the broader associated chemical and physical
processes for life. The ocean is no exception. How healthy we keep the
ocean re�lects on our health and well-being as it is all inter-connected. If we
are to turn the corner towards a more sustainable future the ocean must be
part of that – centre stage. Not only do we need to understand what we
have done to the ocean, but also what tools are available to retain and
recover its health, and how they may work best together. This newly updated book is a fundamental part of that process, as it shows us how the
various approaches to ocean governance can be integrated to improve
social, economic, and environmental outcomes. It should be essential reading for all those of us who strive to
better manage and protect our home - Planet Ocean." - Dan Laffoley, Marine vice Chair, IUCN World Commission
on Protected Areas
"Given the ever-increasing impacts of human activities on the marine environment, there is a commensurate
growing need for effective international and regional agreements to help ensure the protection of our seas and
oceans. Mark Zacharias and Jeff Ardron draw upon their dual experience within government and academia to
help the reader understand the types of marine policies that actually in�luence ocean-related developments,
activities and outcomes. Citing examples from around the world, this book provides a timely and useful
perspective on the challenges facing effective marine policy, including the complexities of climate change, along
with new and emerging issues such as ocean energy and deep-sea mining." - Jon C. Day, James Cook University,
Australia and formerly a Director with the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
The book is also available at NCMPR Library for further reference.
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ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (January 2019)
Date

Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes

1-Jan-20

2-Jan-20

3-Jan-20

4-Jan-20

7-Jan-20

9-Jan-20

10-Jan-20

11-Jan-20

14-Jan-20
15-Jan-20

16-Jan-20

17-Jan-20

18-Jan-20

21-Jan-20

22-Jan-20

23-Jan-20

24-Jan-20

25-Jan-20

28-Jan-20
29-Jan-20

30-Jan-20

31-Jan-20
Total

46,951
120,791
80,765
85,217
115,255
58,093
61,665
73,966
107,001
66,882
68,065
91,990
108,604
43,292
101,132
93,623
163,757
121,412
174,013
67,402
79,457
46,662

26,066
47,397
61,166
44,539
60,949
43,550
7,753
26,152
64,208
5,568
20,646
22,369
26,486
53,589
84,406
84,852
29,253
48,202
110,433
58697
71,085
7,303

1,975,995

1,004,669

Total
73,017

168,188
141931

129,756
176204
101643
69,418

100118
171209
72450

88,711

114359

135,090
96881

185,538
178475

193,010
169614
284446

126,099
150,542

53,965
2,980,664

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT
300,000

Import in Tonnes

250,000

Export in Tonnes

200,000

Total

150,000
100,000
50,000
0
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ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (January 2019)
Date
2-Jan-20

3-Jan-20

4-Jan-20

7-Jan-20

9-Jan-20

10-Jan-20
11-Jan-20

14-Jan-20

15-Jan-20

16-Jan-20

17-Jan-20

18-Jan-20
21-Jan-20

22-Jan-20

23-Jan-20
24-Jan-20
25-Jan-20
28-Jan-20
29-Jan-20
30-Jan-20

31-Jan-20

Total

Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes

150,478
213,017
140249
126,638
153,005
99,418
150,956
120,693
109,549
62,452

18,656
50,611
46,808
95,820
22,781
36,062
36,138
32,338
167
17,749
23429
18,769
32,719
13,870
6,954
31,983
18,547
27,222
47,812
26,662
51,646
656,743

122,879

161,710
100,734
89,378
109,892
180,359
186,817
98,467
160,379
191,624
83,432
2,812,126

Total
169134

263,628
187057

222,458
175786
135480

187,094
153031

109,716
80,201

146,308
180,479
133,453
103,248
116,846
212,342
205,364
125,689
208,191
218,286
135,078

3,468,869

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0

Import in Tonnes
Export in Tonnes
Total
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From the Desks
including blue economy, sustainable �isheries,
Our Oceans; Learning, Sharing, Acting
(From the Desk: Blue Economy by Naghmana maritime pollution, and ocean acidi�ication.
Zafar)
Our Ocean 2019, built on the legacy of previous
Our future depends on a clean and healthy ocean, conferences but with the strong sense of urgency,
where protection and sustainable use go hand in has moved the emphasis from commitments to
hand. The ocean is under threat from the effects action. The push to act resulted in 374 new comof climate change, pollution, loss of biodiversity mitments at Our Ocean 2019, accounting up to
and unsustainable use. Safeguarding the ocean USD 63 billion. Of this, 80% is funding has been
for future generations is a shared responsibility attributed for action relating to climate change.
and a matter of global urgency. This was the crux
of the Ocean Conference 2019 held in Oslo, The Our Ocean conferences are designed to spur
Norway. The gathering brought together leaders signi�icant and meaningful actions to restore the
from governments, businesses, civil society and regenerative powers of the ocean so that it can
research institutions to share their experience, continue to provide resources for the needs of
identify solutions and commit to action for a future generations. Pakistan can also bene�it from
clean, healthy and productive ocean. At Our Ocean these initiatives, learning from others experienc2019, the due emphasis was given to knowledge es, sharing issues and acting on tested solutions
as the basis of future strategies, actions and poli- can put our maritime sector to in sustainable
direction. Through partnerships and under ocean
cies to ensure protection of ocean.
commitment plans, we can also seek support and
guidance from other states. In this regard, it is
necessary to ensure appropriate participation
from relevant stakeholders in all such regional
and international events. Further a follow up with
relevant ministries and departments should also
be ensured.

As initiative of former US Secretary of State John
Kerry in 2014, in very �irst gathering of states
under the banner of ‘Our Ocean’, resulted in more
than US$800 million in various public and private
sector commitments to conserve the ocean and its
resources. At the core of the Our Ocean conferences, are voluntary commitments for signi�icant and
meaningful actions towards a clean, healthy and
productive ocean. Previous conferences have
resulted in nearly one thousand commitments at
address the emerging maritime challenges;
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Baltic dry index
The Baltic Dry Index is reported daily by the Baltic Exchange in London. The index provides a benchmark for
the price of moving the major raw materials by sea. The Baltic Dry Index is not restricted to Baltic Sea countries
or to a few commodities like crude oil. Instead, the Baltic Dry Index takes into account 23 different shipping
routes carrying coal, iron ore, grains and many other commodities.

The Baltic index, which measures the cost of shipping goods around the world, slumped nearly 21% or 208
points since the beginning of 2020 pressured by weaker demand for all vessel categories. The index has
plunged nearly 61% after touching a multi-year high of 2,518 points in September 2019 and ended 2019 15%
lower.
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SOURCE: TRADINGECONOMICS.COM

Source: https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/baltic
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